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QUIZ: Are You in Love?

Desperate Couple Resorts to Candy Conversation

When you look into his and/or her eys, the first thing that
you see is:
A) Three concentric circles of various radii.
B) The colors of the rainbow.
C) A reflection of the couple making out behind you.
D) Happiness and joy.
You are sitting and daydreaming in Sociology. All you can
think of is:
A) Your perfect fantasy on the beach, and your parents are
there. “Wait, Mom and Dad, get out of here!”
B) The odd formation of your fingerprints?
C) That the limit may or may not exits.
D) Your true love.
You are watching Harold and Kumar Go To White Castle.
The plot seems to be:
A) Rather dry, but who cares?
B) Captivating, it sums up all of your wishes.
C) Muy bueno---wait, why are there subtitles?
D) The summation of all of your relationship problems.
In order to get information about your relationship, you go
to:
A) Your friends, who know more than you do.
B) Your Facebook, because that’s where all of the information is.
C) Your parents.
D) Your memory.
When in a fight, the first food you turn to is:
A) Ben and Jerry’s Double Chocolate Fudge
B) Kitty litter; it all tastes the same.
C) Rubber cement.
D) Feathers.
Mostly As, Bs, and Cs- No.
Mostly Ds - Maybe.

Top Ten Worst Valentine’s
Day Gifts
10) Chocolates
9) Dead Flowers
8) Gift Card to
Baby Gap (You
Think She’s
Pregnant)
7) TV Guide
6) Mitt Romney Bumper Sticker
5) Scale with Diet Book
4) Another Copy of The House
on Mango Street
3) STD
2) Fortune Cookie Telling You,
“It’s All Going to Be OK”
1) Invitations to your Significant Other’s
Wedding--Oh yeah, they were cheating on you.
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By Joey Roberts
After several weeks of
dating, an anonymous couple
had broken off all contact--or
so they had thought. Let us call
them Barry and Sari for purposes of this article. Barry and
Sari had been banned from seeing each other because of suspicions that they had been
“spending too much time
together,” in the words of his
parents.
Barry and Sari came up
with a new creative plan,
whereby they would take
Valentine’s Day candies and
have them sent by mail under a
pseudonym to the other. In this

Snippets from the conversation of Barry and Sari AP PHOTO

way, they were still able to
have limited communication, in

what is considered the greatest
miracle of all Valentime.

visit The Flipside online at www.dhsflipside.com!

Locker Decoration Best Indicator
of Friendship

School Recounts, then
Forgets Heroic Story of
Saint Valentine

By Bobby Prinkus
DEERFIELD, IL—Almost a
daily occurrence, some girl’s
locker will be decorated with
cute accessories and inside
jokes. When asked why this
phenomenon occurred, junior
Bari Kanefsky responded, “I
mean come on. If we don’t,
like, decorate our friend’s locker, then she won’t, like, think
we, like, like her.”
A school wide poll conducted by the research department of The Flipside revealed
that with the advent of
Facebook, 98% of girls believe
that there is no excuse for not
having their locker decorated
on their birthday. The other 2%
believe lockers should be decorated on half birthdays as well.
Also discovered in our indepth, MLA cited research was
the tragic story of one Cara
Franklin. Cara’s birthday fell on
a Sunday. However, her locker
lay undecorated when she
arrived at school at 7:00 a.m.
on Sunday. Cara knew that
because her friends did not decorate her locker, they clearly
did not care about her.
She promptly picked new,

Math Geek Gives Other
Geek His Cardioid

The sad, undecorated locker of Cara
Franklin AP PHOTO

more responsible locker-decorating friends and was treated
to a life-sized lego statue of
herself outside of her locker on
her next birthday.
Cara sums it up best when
she says, “Now I know how
much my friends like me. They
like me one life-sized lego statue, three snickers, four letters,
plus three exclamation points,
and twenty balloons.”

Valentine's Day Massacre
Shrugged Off as
"Hallmark Massacre"

“In the spirit of Valentine’s Day, we will now take a test.”
Many teachers around the school, who refuse to take a break to celebrate this important American holiday.

NUMBERS

PICTURE THIS

The number of millions of pounds of
chocolate that will be bought, given as a
gift, accepted, and thrown out in the
United States of America and surrounding
countries on Valentine’s Day. The other 20,000 pounds
will somehow find their way into Willy Wonka’s
Chocolate Factory where it will be used to supply the
chocolate river.
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REBUS PUZZLE:
Can you guess the common word or phrase portrayed below?

BAN ANA

CL UD

FACT

MACBETH
WORDS

The yo-yo is considered the second oldest toy in history,
the oldest being the doll. In ancient Greece, the toy was
made of wood, metal and terra cotta. The Greeks decorated the two halves of the yo-yo with pictures of their
gods.
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Last week’s answers: SPACE INVADERS, FORGIVE AND FORGET, THE ODDS ARE AGAINST
YOU, YOU ARE FULL OF BALONEY

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE
WIN A FLIPSIDE T-SHIRT!

When you turn eighteen, you get a mint set of Batman
Yahtzee dice.

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter.
The first person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside t-shirt!
(first means first to see Jeremy Keeshin to redeem shirt)
that means, that if there is any of the first letter, replace it
LAST WEEK’S WINNER: Morgan Winston

HINT: W=O

with the second letter, sorry about the mess-up last week

"PFZ NZYY SZWSNZ LBWJ MOWHP FWJ YMHYMQZY MBT NMJY MVZ EMTZ, PFZ
OZPPZV PFZK'NN YNZZS MP BGQFP." - WPPW IWB OGYEMVAL
last week: "IT IS NOT THE STRONGEST OF THE SPECIES THAT SURVIVES, NOR THE MOST INTELLIGENT THAT SURVIVES. IT IS THE ONE THAT IS
THE MOST ADAPTABLE TO CHANGE." - CHARLES DARWIN

SUDOKU Level: I (Honors)

JUMBLE

DIRECTIONS: Unscramble these four
ordinary jumbles, and use the letters in
the circles to answer the final question.

PRUBS

IREEE

BRYDAN
what they called it when
the fire department had a
close call on the farm

DRENER

A: A
last week: PRIZE SHUSH OBLIGE BADGES the problem with the boat journey IT WAS A
HARDSHIP

